Come join the fun!
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Swiss School in Singapore – A Unique Learning Experience
We are a small, family-oriented school, located in a prime, lush environment, protected from busy streets.
The Swiss School in Singapore is a generously-designed, learning oasis that your children will enjoy exploring.
We offer ample space for playing and sports while preparing children for life with a holistic, primary education
foundation. As an international school, we welcome and nurture children of any nationality, ethnic background
and religion and teach them in German and English.
38 Swiss Club Road
Singapore 288140
+65 6468 2117
info@swiss-school.edu.sg

Welcoming all to our tropical haven,
every day of the year.

Jaxs Bistro & Pizzeria
Casual, family friendly dining
All are welcome, 8am-10pm daily
Hollandse Club, 22 Camden Park, Singapore 299814
www.jaxsbistro.com | +65 6468 2021

A concept by

@jaxs_bistro

@jaxsbistro
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Founder of aquaDucks™
Established in 1989, aquaDucks started at the Hollandse Club Singapore with 35
children in the program. The program grew steadily and soon I was teaching over
500 children.
Fast forward to 2017 and all Glory goes to God, for miracles do happen! We
are blessed with a vibrant and passionate team of over 40 staff from all over the
world, full of very special people with a great love for children and the swimming
profession.
The program has grown many folds and we now have the honour of teaching in
eight venues across the island. Through the years we have taught thousands of
children to be safe, proficient and to love the water. Many of our ex-students
have become National Age Group Champions when returning to their home
countries. There are also quite a few of our ex-students who have chosen swim
teaching as their career and have become a valuable asset to our teaching team.
We are the pioneer and leading swim school in Singapore for babies and preschool swimming, and are dedicated to continual learning and adaptation of our
program with the goal to give the best service possible to our valued clients.
On behalf of the aquaDucks team, I wish you all a warm welcome!
Come join the fun!
Koen Verhoef
Managing Director

Fact File
Teaching experience 37 years
1996 Australian Swimming Coaches
Convention, Gold Coast
2017 Singapore Swimming Association
- Swimming Coaches Development
Committee Member

Conferences
WORLD AQUATICS BABIES CONGRESS

1995
1997
2003
2009
2010

Melbourne Participant
Mexico Participant
Hawaii Participant
Brighton, UK Speaker
Singapore Speaker & Organizer

NSSA SWIM SCHOOL

1996
1997
1998
1999

Pheonix, Arizona
Palm Springs, California
Orlando, Florida
Orlando, Florida

Qualifications
1980 - Royal Dutch Swimming Council
Teacher of Swimming
Teacher of Infants and Toddlers (USA)
STA Teacher of Swimming (England)

Competitive swimming career
1965-1968
1969-1972
1972-1976
1976-1980

Japan
USA
Singapore
Australia

Abou
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About aquaDucks™
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Our swimming programme

Our goal

aquaDucks™ swimming programme
caters to every individual in
Singapore from the age of six months
onwards. aquaDucks™ has a unique
programme made up of a blend of the
best of European, USA and Australian
teaching techniques. The programme
is further streamlined and refined by
experts from our in-house team.

The main goal of our programme
is to instil confidence and enhance
water safety knowledge using a
child-centred approach. “Safety
first” is continually the focus of the
programme. In order to maximize
this, children must learn how to be
independent and to respect water.
No flotation devices (i.e. armbands,
floaties) are used during the lessons
and children are taught to float
independently under the supervision
of an adult and expert instructor.
Progression is made at the child’s
pace, with the coach carefully
monitoring to ensure that pleasure
and confidence is not compromised
at any time.

Awards & levels
Our programme has a total of 19
different levels/awards. To cater to
every capability and comfort zone,
these awards cover many different
aspects, including water safety skills
and technical skills.
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Water Safety
aquaDucks™ constantly aims
to convey a simple but powerful
message:
When in and around an aquatic
environment,

!

Never take your eyes off
your children

This is the one and only guaranteed
method to prevent any drowning
accidents.

Extra safety precautions:
• Swimming lessons for the children
• CPR/First Aid qualification for
parent/caregiver
• Follow the rules of the swimming
pool. For example, no running and no
rough play.
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Parent & Child

Level 1
(30-minute lesson, ratio 6:1)

Teaching points:
• Water familiarization
• Pre-submersion exercises
• Encouraging self-exploration
In our Parent & Child programme,
children have lots of fun building
confidence in the water through songs
and games. It is a parent-accompanied
programme, which focuses on parentand-child bonding, unconditional love
and repetition within the comfort
zone of the child. Emphasis will be on
enjoyment in the water and learning
through play, where children can learn
to be skilful and safe in and around the
water.
Submersion and personal survival
skills are also practiced when your
child displays his/her readiness. The
main aim of this programme is for
every child to be happy, ‘free’ and safe
in the water.

Level 2
(30-minute lesson, ratio 6:1)

Teaching points:
• Safe entry into and exit from
the pool
• Learning breath control and
submersion
• Water play focusing on
getting face and head wet
• Encouraging kicking with
support

Level 3
(30-minute lesson, ratio 6:1)

Teaching points:
The key role of the parent’s
participation in the programme is
to be the personal coach under the
professional guidance of our friendly
and experienced instructor.
The age group for our Duckling
(Parent & Child) programme is six
months to four-and-a-half years.

• Unassisted jump to the
parent/instructor
• Demonstrating breathholding skills
• Kicking and retrieving toy
with submersion
• Learning how to swim to
parent/instructor

chil
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Level 4
(30-minute lesson, ratio 6:1)

Teaching points:
• Jumping in, turning around
and swimming back to the wall
(assisted)
• Climbing out of the pool
(assisted)
• Learning how to swim towards
parents from the wall
• Swimming underwater for at
least three seconds

Level 5
(30-minute lesson, ratio 6:1)

Teaching points:
• Learning to come up to breathe
• Rhythmic breathing with
support
• Introduction to floating on back
• Personal safety (turning around
and swimming back to the wall)

Level 6
(30-minute lesson, ratio 6:1)

Teaching points:
• Increasing distance using
rough motor skills
• Rhythmic breathing without
support
• Increasing distance of
swimming underwater
• Retrieving objects from
bottom of the pool

Learning Through Play

Play is paramount to a young child
and is part and parcel of their
learning process. Children, while
playing, are unaware of the skills
they are developing and achieving
in the aquatic environment. All of
our classes are fun filled, while our
coaches ensure that every child
learns the fundamental skills of
swimming and water safety.
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Preschool

In our Preschool programme,
we focus on personal safety,
health/stamina building, rough
motor skills and breath control.
Lessons are conducted in a childcentred, fun and positive manner
encouraging a lifelong love for the
water. The average age for our
Duckie (Preschool) programme is
three to five years old.

Level 1

Level 3

(30-minute lesson, ratio 4:1)

(30-minute lesson, ratio 4:1)

Teaching points:

Teaching points:

• Water awareness
• Adapting to water over the face
• Building confidence

• Further strengthening of breath
control
• Rough motor skills
• Swimming short distances with
face in the water

Level 2

Level 4

(30-minute lesson, ratio 4:1)

(30-minute lesson, ratio 4:1)

Teaching points:

Teaching points:

• Learning breath control
• Kicking
• Arm movements
• Adjusting to submerging face in the
water

• Learning to come up to breathe
• Rhythmic breathing with support
• Introduction to floating on back
• Personal safety (turning around
and swimming back to the wall)

reschoo

Level 5

Learning Through Play

(30-minute lesson, ratio 4:1)

Teaching points:

• Increasing distance using rough
motor skills
• Rhythmic breathing without support
• Increasing distance of swimming
underwater
• Retrieving objects from bottom of
the pool

Level 6

(30-minute lesson, ratio 4:1)

Teaching points:

• Further refinement of stroke
techniques
• Strengthening of heart and lungs
(retrieving objects from bottom of the
pool)
• Safety elements (swimming with
clothes on, treading water, mushroom
float)

Level 7

30-minute lesson, ratio 4:1)

Teaching points:

• Increasing swimming distance
• Introduction to all four strokes
(butterfly/backstroke/breaststroke/
freestyle), swimming five meters using
rough motor skills
• Key elements will be overall
body strength, personal safety and
confidence in the water

Play is paramount to a young child
and is part and parcel of their
learning process. Children, while
playing, are unaware of the skills
they are developing and achieving
in the aquatic environment. All of
our classes are fun filled, while our
coaches ensure that every child learns
the fundamental skills of swimming
and water safety.
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how to Sw
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Learn to Swim

Level 1

(30-minute lesson, ratio 6:1)

Teaching points:
• Breaststroke legs - correct turning
out of the feet
• Freestyle kicking
• Streamline position
• Breath control

Level 2

(30-minute lesson, ratio 6:1)

Teaching points:
• Refining breaststroke legs – focus
on strength, push and glide
• Freestyle – long strokes,
streamlining
• Backstroke – long strokes,
streamlining
• Butterfly – body positioning,
streamlining and legs

Level 3

(45-minute lesson, ratio 8:1)

At this point, excellent stroke
techniques and muscle memory
should be at a more advanced stage.
We now focus on stroke perfection
and gently increasing distances.
Teaching points:
• Breaststroke
• Freestyle
• Backstroke
• Butterfly, with a good rhythm
• Diving

In our Learn to Swim (LTS)
programme, we focus on stroke
perfection for all four strokes:
freestyle, breaststroke, backstroke
and butterfly. Our child-centred
programme combines stamina
building and water safety in a
positive atmosphere to maximize
learning.
The average age for our Proficiency
(Learn to Swim) programme is 5
years old. At this age, children
are mostly able to understand it

to Swi
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Level 4
(60-minute lesson, ratio 12:1)

is recommended for children to have
swimming lessons at least until the age of
nine, as this will help register the correct
technical movements for lifelong safety and
enjoyment in the water.

For all levels, there will be awards
swimming/report cards twice a year. We
will cover lifesaving (swimming with clothes
on), proper techniques (age appropriate)
and distance stamina building (age
appropriate).

Here, we focus on endurance, strength
and technique. At this level, children
may be invited and introduced to
competitions.
Teaching points:
• Breaststroke
• Freestyle
• Backstroke
• Butterfly
• Lifesaving skills

Level 5
(60-minute lesson, ratio 12:1)

Refining of competitive techniques
and further stamina building is the key
focus at this level.
Teaching points:
• Breaststroke with start, turn and
finish
• Freestyle with start, turn and finish
• Backstroke with start, turn and finish
• Butterfly with start and finish

Level 6
(60-minute lesson, ratio 12:1)

Mastering all four strokes, including
the individual medley.
Teaching points:
• Breaststroke with start, turn and
finish
• Freestyle with start, turn and finish
• Backstroke with start, turn and finish
• Butterfly with start, turn and finish
• Individual medley with start, turn and
finish
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Competitive / Development Squad

The minimum standard for these training sessions is Proficiency 3 from the
LTS (i.e. technically correct breaststroke and freestyle with basic knowledge of
backstroke and butterfly).
It is highly recommended to attend a minimum of two training sessions per week.
We encourage children to join all training sessions up to a maximum of five times
per week to achieve best results.

CD 1

CD 2

(45-minute lesson, ratio 12:1)

(60-minute lesson, ratio 12:1)

• Focus on 25m races
• Breaststroke
• Freestyle
• Backstroke
• Butterfly with a good rhythm
• Diving

• Breaststroke
• Freestyle
• Backstroke
• Butterfly
• Introduction to racing dive
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Objectives:
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• Provide competition
among social swimming
clubs in Singapore,
with emphasis on the
development of young
swimmers
• Instil in young swimmers
the rules of competitive
swimming
• Promote friendship
among members of the
participating clubs
• Organize swimming
meets on a regular
basis, adopting SSA and
FINA rules or slight
modifications of these
rules

CD 3

CD 4

(60-minute training, ratio 12:1)

(60-minute training)

• Focus on 50m races
• 50m Breaststroke (including start,
turn and finish)
• 50m Freestyle (including start, turn
and finish)
• 50m Butterfly (including start, turn
and finish)
• 50m Backstroke (including start, turn
and finish)
• 100m Individual Medley

• Focus on individual
competitions at National and
International level/standards.
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Water Polo
aquaDucks™ is pleased
to offer water polo training
sessions at the Hollandse Club
and Swiss Club.
During these lessons, we focus
on techniques for beginners and
advanced players. The beginners
play in friendly matches, and the
advanced teams join the more serious
tournaments.

Objectives

• To provide competition among
social water polo clubs in Singapore,
with emphasis on the development of
young players
• To instil in young players the rules
of water polo
• To promote friendship among

members of the participating clubs
• To organize water polo matches on
a regular basis
The sessions are divided into three
age groups (to join water polo
training, children need to know how
to swim breaststroke, freestyle and
backstroke).

Water Polo

9 to 10 year olds
(ball size 3)

Teaching points:
• Throwing and catching a ball in the
water
• Swimming with a ball
• Shooting at goal from different
angles
• Learning how to quickly change
swimming direction

11 to 13 year olds
(ball size 4)

Teaching/development points:
• Throwing and catching from a
longer distance with one hand
• Refining correct turning of body
position during throwing, catching and
changing swimming direction
• Correct positioning during defence
and offense
• Learning different offensive
strategies

14 to 16 year olds
(ball size 4 for girls; size 5 for boys)

In this group, all techniques and
tactics of the game are refined.
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Have a pool not properly taken care of?
Slow response from your current service provider?
Call or WhatsApp us at 8218 0778 for a free non-obligation on site inspection & quotation
of the services you may require!
Or email us at services@rishen.com.sg

Ri Shen Services Pte Ltd
www.rishen.com.sg
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Water safety program
In our Water safety program we
focus on personal water safety and
responsible supervision of children
in and around the swimming pool and
rescue techniques in an emergency
situation. This programme is
conducted by Coach Marilou, who is a
highly qualified female instructor and
also fluent in Tagalog.

Our goal

Theory and practical assessment
of water safety knowledge and
emergency procedures will be

conducted on an on-going basis.
If you have a domestic helper caring
for your young ones, this programme
is extremely beneficial.

Teaching points
• Enhance water safety awareness
• How to educate children on water
safety
• How to supervise children in and
around water
• Emergency procedures
• Basic swimming skills & techniques

Adults’ Le
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Adults’ Learn to Swim

Whether you are a beginner looking
to acquire basic swimming skills or
a competent swimmer looking to
improve your stroke techniques and
personal best, our coaches will work
with you to achieve your personal
goals.
Swimming is one of the most
comprehensive forms of exercise
that uses all of the major muscle
groups in the body, as well as the

cardio-respiratory system. In
addition, swimming is an excellent
way to relax and get away from the
daily grind. As swimming provides no
impact on the body’s major joints, it
is a safe sport for almost everyone.
Discover the essential basics
of swimming with our team of
experienced and friendly teachers
who are committed to help you meet
your individual goals and needs.

Come join the fun and register for a complimentary trial session.

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

This class is perfect
for swimmers with
no prior swimming
experience. The aim
is to develop water
familiarisation and
teach basic swimming
skills.

This class is designed
for swimmers with
basic swimming skills
to further develop
their swimming
strokes and start to
establish knowledge on
breathing techniques
and arm strokes.

This class is for
swimmers with
knowledge of strokes
and breathing
techniques to
improve their strokes,
endurance and
basic competitive
techniques.

Triathlon
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Adults’ Masters & Triathlon
Programme

Masters swimming by aquaDucks™
The objective of the Adults’ Masters programme is to promote health, wellness
and competition through swimming. We also focus on race techniques and theory
for open-water swimming.

Our training programme focuses on:
• Stroke efficiency
• Endurance
• Strength
• Speed / pacing

Triathlon swimming by
aquaDucks™
Did you know that 90% of triathletes
and Ironman competitors struggle
with their swimming? Triathlon
swim training is designed to help
you prepare for the swimming leg of

your Ironman or triathlon race. The
swimming section of a triathlon or
Ironman is always the first event,
which involves a mass start in a lake
or in the sea. Swimming is not only
important for your development as
a triathlete or an Ironman but it is
also important for recovery from the
training for the other two disciplines
- cycling and running.
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AquaFit
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AquaFit

Working out in the water is one of the most therapeutic activities one can take
part in. One lesson of aqua-aerobics with aquaDucks™ burns 350-400 calories.
AquaFit builds cardio fitness, strength and resistance while being easy on the
joints and in a cool and relaxing atmosphere!

Here are the top eight benefits of aqua-aerobics:

1

Increases flexibility – as the
body is subject to water
resistance during aqua-aerobic
exercise, the joints naturally
increase their range of motion.

2

Alleviates pressure on the joints

3

Increases muscle strength

4

Cooling exercise – as
temperatures rise and humidity
draws near, exercising in the
burning sun may suddenly not
seem so appealing.

5

Builds endurance

6

Burns calories – the
combination of strength and
cardio workouts mixed with
water resistance in aquatic
exercise ensures the body
is getting a full workout.
Depending on cardio activity,
weight, water temperature,
volume and buoyancy, the
body can burn between 400
and 500 calories during an
hour of exercise.

7

Increases relaxation and
positive energy

8

It’s a low-impact exercise

AquaFit is a cool, crisp and refreshing way to exercise, and you
won’t be struggling in the heat!

02

AquaFit for Seniors

• Reduces blood pressure - water resistance is not
just a buoyancy feature to help work the muscles.
In fact, the water pressure actually works with your
blood as well and enables blood flow to circulate
more effectively throughout the body, effectively
decreasing blood pressure and, in the long run,
lowering resting heart rate
• Cooling exercise - as temperatures rise and humidity
draws near, exercising in the burning sun may
suddenly not seem so appealing. AquaFit is a cool,
crisp and refreshing way to exercise, and you won’t be
struggling in the heat!
• Increases muscle strength
• Builds endurance
• Increases flexibility - as the body is subject to
water resistance during aqua-aerobic exercise,
the joints naturally increase their range of
motion
• Low-impact exercise
• Alleviates pressure on the joints
• Increases relaxation and positive energy
• Burns calories – the combination of strength
and cardio workouts mixed with water resistance
in aquatic exercise ensures the body is getting a
full workout. Depending on cardio activity, weight,
water temperature, volume and buoyancy, the body
can burn between 400 and 500 calories during an
hour of exercise
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Exercise is important, especially as you get older. It helps you
keep fit and stay self-reliant. It
makes your bones and muscles
stronger, which helps improve
coordination.
This is a fun social activity
combined with specially
tailored exercise programmes
in the water to enhance
strength and mobility for
adults aged 55 and above.
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Venues
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Our programme is available at eight
different locations across Singapore.
Each venue is unique, but they all have
one thing in common: they all have a
team of professional and well-trained
teachers.

Turf City

Temperature regulated

Covered

Salt Chlorinated

Babies

Preschool

Learn To Swim

Water Polo

Competitive

Adults’ Learn To Swim

Domestic Helpers

Adults’ Masters &
Triathlon

AquaFit

AquaFit For Seniors

Dempsey

Newton

Nexus

OCC

SICC

Hollandse Club

Swiss Club
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Dempsey
29 Harding Road, Singapore 249537
(next to St. James’ Church
Kindergarten)

dempsey@aquaducks.com.sg

We offer the following classes six days
a week:
• Baby Swimming/Parent & Child
• Preschool
• Learn to Swim

The pool at this venue is custom
built, temperature regulated, salt
chlorinated and covered.

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

A.M.

8.45 - 12

8.45 - 12

8.45 - 12

8.45 - 12

8.30 - 12

8.30 - 12

P.M.

2-6

2-6

2-6

2-6

2-6

2-6

The venue has free parking along Harding Road and in The White Rabbit restaurant car park. It also has a
private spectators’ area, toilets and heated showers.
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Turf City
turfcity@aquaducks.com.sg

We offer the following classes seven
days a week:
• Baby swimming/Parent & Child
• Preschool
• Learn to Swim
• Adults’ Learn to Swim
• AquaFit

The pools at this venue are custom
built, temperature regulated and
covered.

venu

2 Turf Club Road, Singapore 287988
(next to Blue House International
Preschool)

Monday

A.M.
P.M.

2-6

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

8.45 - 12

8.45 - 12

8.45 - 12

8.45 - 12

8.30 - 12

8.30 - 12

2-6

2-6

2-6

2-6

2-6

2-6

Newton
25 Gilstead Road, Singapore
309070 (inside St. James’ Church
Kindergarten)

newton@aquaducks.com.sg

We offer the following classes six
days a week:
• Baby swimming/Parent & Child
• Preschool
• Learn to Swim

The pool at this venue is custom
built, temperature regulated, salt
chlorinated and covered.

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

A.M.

8.45 - 12

8.45 - 12

8.45 - 12

8.45 - 12

8.30 - 12

8.30 - 12

P.M.

3-7

3-7

3-7

3-7

3-6

3-6
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Nexus
nexus@aquaducks.com.sg

We offer the following classes five
days a week:
• Baby swimming/Parent & Child
• Preschool
• Learn to Swim
• Competition and Development
• Adults’ Learn to Swim
• Adults’ Masters and Triathlon

The pool at this venue is an open-air
pool.

venu

201 Ulu Pandan Road, Singapore
596468 (inside Nexus International
School)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Our competition team “The
Cyclones” regularly competes in
swimming races/leagues.

Thursday

A.M.
P.M.

5.30 - 7

5.30 - 7

5.30 - 7

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

8.30 - 12

8.30 - 12

3-6

3-6

Orchid Country Club
Orchid Club Road, Singapore 769162

venu

We offer the following classes at
weekends:
• Baby swimming/Parent & Child
• Preschool
• Learn to Swim

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

occ@aquaducks.com.sg

The pools at this venue are open-air
pools.
Please note you must be a member of the respective
club to participate in the aquaDucks™ programme.

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

A.M.

8.30 - 12

8.30 - 12

P.M.

1-3
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SICC
240 Sime Road, Singapore 288303
(Bukit location)

sicc@aquaducks.com.sg

venu

Contact Person: David Verlinde

We offer the following classes on
Saturdays:
• Baby swimming/Parent & Child
• Preschool

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Please note you must be a member of the respective
club to participate in the aquaDucks™ programme.

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

A.M.

8.30 - 12

P.M.

2-6

Sunday

MAKE THE JUMP &
GR AB YOUR FREE 1 MONTH TRIAL
A F T E R T H AT I T ’ S O N LY $ 225 A M O N T H
F O R T H E W H O L E FA M I LY !

Join the Hollandse Club’s international community and work-out in the many ongoing sports and
social activities and classes provided by our sports experts. Our restaurant Jaxs’ Bistro is open to the
public from Mon to Sun. Meet new people, share stories & have loads of fun!

22 C A M D E N P A R K S I N G A P O R E 299814 | T E L + 65 6464 5225

W W W. H O L L A N D S E C LU B . O R G . S G | S A L E S @ H O L L A N D S E C LU B . O R G . S G
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Hollandse Club
22 Camden Park, Singapore 299814

venu

We offer the following classes seven
days a week:
• Baby swimming/Parent & Child
• Preschool
• Learn to Swim
• Competition and Development
• Adults’ Learn to Swim
• Adults’ Masters and Triathlon
• Water polo

Monday

Tuesday

A.M.

9 - 11

9 - 11

P.M.

2-6

2-6

Wednesday

hollandse@aquaducks.com.sg

• AquaFit
•Holiday camps
Our competition team “The Dutch
Dolphins” regularly competes in
swimming races/leagues.
Please note you must be a member of the respective
club to participate in the aquaDucks™ programme.

Thursday

Friday

9 - 11
2-6

2-6

2-6

Saturday

Sunday

8.30 - 12

8.30 - 12

2-6

venu

Swiss Club, The Home for all Nationalities
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Swiss Club
36 Swiss Club Road, Singapore
288139

swiss@aquaducks.com.sg

We offer the following classes six
days a week:
• Baby swimming/Parent & Child
• Preschool
• Learn to Swim
• Competition and Development
• Adults’ Learn to Swim
• Adults’ Masters and Triathlon
• Water polo

• AquaFit
•Holiday camps

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Our competition team “The Swiss
Sharks” regularly competes in
swimming races/leagues.
Please note you must be a member of the respective
club to participate in the aquaDucks™ programme.

Thursday

Friday

A.M.
P.M.

Saturday

8.30 - 12
3-7

3-7

3-7

3-7

3-7

Sunday
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Testimonials

“It has been my top priority to send my daughter for swimming lessons, and
aquaDucks is my choice. My daughter has been with aquaDucks from when she
was eight months old and she is now five years old. Thank you to all the coaches,
especially to coach Anna, my daughter’s coach, for her dedication and patience.
My daughter always enjoys her lessons.”
- Rose R.

‘‘

“Maya has been swimming with
aquaDucks coaches since she was
almost five months till 14 months
old. She is now very comfortable in
the water, she loves her swimming
lessons and coaches! Thanks a lot
aquaDucks team!”
- Amanda Diaz-Benito

“We are really pleased with her
progress recently as the coaches
have worked hard to get her over a ‘I
don’t want to swim anymore’ phase
that lasted several months. She now
loves swimming again.”
- Elisa, mother of Amelia (three
years old)

stimoni
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“Our children have been attending aquaDucks for six years. It has been so
wonderful for them to learn to be safe in the water and also enjoy pool time. We
are so very grateful to have had Coach Annabelle throughout this time who has
been delightful with our kids and the whole class. We have made some lovely
friends over the years.”
– Sally, mum of Samuel

“My sons have learnt how to swim
with aquaDucks. What I really
appreciate with their methodology
is that kids learn how to swim
nicely but mainly efficiently: good
movements to swim at good speed
with minimum tiredness (Dutch
method: you need to be able to
swim in difficult circumstances…).
They also learn about safety in the
water and outside the water.
Cherry on the cake: as lessons are
run in a playful style, kids are given
confidence in the water. I saw kids
afraid of water being poured on
their heads diving and swimming
underwater in a few weeks. And
having fun with it!
For me, it’s the best place to learn
how to swim! Go for it!”
– Marie, mum of Henri and
Quentin

“Can I just say how grateful we are
to you for all you have done to make
swimming so enjoyable for our girls.
We have seen the improvement in
their fitness and technique, but more
importantly I think you have given
them swimming as a lifelong fitness
tool - and for that we are sincerely
thankful.”
- Sarah and Martin Harvey,
parents
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Management

‘‘

Koen Verhoef
Managing Director

“We are the pioneer
and leading swim
school in Singapore
for babies and preschool swimming, and are dedicated to
continual learning and adaptation of our
program with the goal to give the best
service possible to our valued clients. On
behalf of the aquaDucks team, I wish you
all a warm welcome!”

‘‘

Dirk Kastermans
Director

“For the last 15
years this tropical
oasis has been
home for me. I didn’t
come to Singapore for the job, I came to
this beautiful country for the philosophy
of aquaDucks. aquaDucks is only about
the children. The way of teaching and
the love for the children is the only thing
that counts in this company and as a true
believer in education in the most child
friendly way possible made it an amazing
journey so far.”

‘‘

David Verlinde
Manager

“I have been with
aquaDucks since
2008.
I love swimming,
teaching and the beautiful surroundings of
the Singapore pools. What makes our job
so important is that we teach not only a
sport/skill but a lifesaving skill in the most
fun way possible. All students become
part of our aquaDucks family and build a
friendship and relationship to remember
for life.”

‘‘

Lindy Koh
Manager

“It is my privilege
to be part of the
aquaDucks team
which has become
an extended family for me. Over the past
15 years, I have seen our team evolve in
many positive ways and I enjoy that we are
constantly looking for ways to enhance
the overall learning experience for the
children and parents alike. It is indeed a
blessing for us to be part of the children’s
lives and their families. As our slogan
goes, Come Join The Fun!”
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Coaches
All our coaches have completed in-house aquaDucksTM training
and certification for the different age groups and levels including
American first aid, CPR and AED training.

‘‘

Mei Xuan Toh
AUSTSwim Teacher of Swimming

“I love engaging children through sports! Watching them develop
confidence and new skills gives me a great sense of satisfaction.
aquaDucks is a great place to teach because it provides me with the
training and positive environment, such that I aspire to provide quality
teaching and service.”

‘‘

Annabelle Bulandi
Bachelor of Secondary Physical Education

“It is such a great joy when you see your students build their confidence
and learn new skills. Teaching children brings so much delight to my
heart, especially as they are challenged to do new things and crave to
learn more.”

‘‘

Marthijn Kastermans

USSA Diploma in Sports Coaching , AUSTSwim Teacher of Swimming

“I want to share my passion and love for sports, and the only way to
achieve my goal was to join aquaDucks. Teaching someone to become
a great swimmer is fantastic, although the ultimate satisfaction for a
teacher is to make his or her student a better person.”

‘‘

Meira Lukat
AUSTSwim Teacher of Swimming

“Water is my favourite element and, if you combine this with teaching, I
am at my best. For many years I have been an avid swimmer myself and I
am so lucky to share my passion and skills with the students. Techniques,
water safety and anything of relevance is part of our programme and I
make sure that everyone will learn them through fun lessons. Whatever
age the students are, I will make sure that lessons will be interesting and
will bring them closer to love swimming the way we do.”

‘‘

Annalie Palattao
Bachelor of Physical Education

“I like teaching swimming because it is the total all-in-one fitness package
for physical, mental and emotional well-being. It is a valuable life-saving
skill and is also a relaxing form of exercise. I enjoy helping children to build
their confidence both in and out of the water.”

‘‘

Rahah Kastermans
Bachelor of Swimming (American Diploma)

“I have been teaching swimming for almost a decade, and absolutely love
what I am doing! Swimming is a skill that you use for your entire life. I love
teaching kids to develop their swimming techniques and to grow more
confident and independent in the water with a lot of fun! Every child
learns differently and at his or her own pace, so I adapt to them so that
each child will reach his or her maximum potential.”

‘‘

Roszy Haziran
Teacher of Swimming (American Diploma)

“I enjoy coaching as I believe that it is about tapping into and developing a
child’s potential within themselves. The satisfaction of seeing a child grow
and progress with so much joy in them, without a doubt, fuels this passion
of mine.”

Bachelor of Physical Education and Sports
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‘‘

Hazel Hael

“I chose to teach swimming because sports and swimming are great
passions of mine. I love being with children as much as I love being in the
water. It is tremendous fun to have this profession.”

‘‘

Jens Duenkel
AUSTSwim Teacher of Swimming

“It is an absolute joy to be around children and to teach them an
important life skill. My goal is to make every student a confident,
proficient and safe swimmer.”

‘‘

Danny White
AUSTSwim Teacher of Swimming

“Learned from the best - aquaDucks - from the age of three.
My passion is teaching swimming with the aim that students will love it
as much as I do, and be successful in their swimming goals.”

‘‘

Marilou Rubio
Bachelor of Physical Education

“I love to teach swimming because I can share and transfer my knowledge
to other people, help them to be safe in the water and learn a valuable
life-saving skill.”

‘‘

Stephanie Lee
Bachelor of Physical Education

“Swimming has been a part of my life. It made me who I am today. That’s
why I am passionate to share this life skill to anyone most specially to
young individuals because it makes me happy, young and fullfilled.”

‘‘

Syafiq Firdaus
AUSTSwim Teacher of Swimming

“Teaching children is nothing short of amazing. Being a swimming coach
allows me to explore the creative minds of children by guiding and
nurturing them to maximise their potentials. As coaches, we experience
victories everyday, small and large, as the children progress and excel
both as swimmers and individuals. I find it fulfilling knowing that I play
a part, either big or small, in moulding the future of these children. This
responsibility spurs me to continually provide the best environment for
the children placed under my charge..”

‘‘

Jeroen Kastermans
Teacher of Swimming (American Diploma)

“I love sports and I love children. Teaching swimming is the perfect
combination to pursue my passion!”
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‘‘

Sufyan Raja Ahad
Teacher of Swimming (American Diploma)

“aquaDucks is not only a swimming school. It is also a university of life.
We do not stop learning even though we are coaches. I love teaching
swimming as I love to see the progression in children. We also instil
positive reinforcement in a student’s life as a swimmer and also as a
person.”

‘‘

Syazani (Tom) Bin Rahim
Teacher of Swimming (American Diploma)

“As a swim teacher, not only do I enjoy teaching kids this enriching and
rewarding sport, but I am also able to instil in them an important life-skill.
I believe in the value of having fun and motivation as a means to bring out
the best in every child.”

‘‘

Agnes Natalia
Swim Australia Teacher (ASCTA)

“I enjoy teaching children to swim simply because it is a lifetime survival
skill and I love to see children having fun in the water and at the same time
able to keep themselves safe.”
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Office Staff, at your service!

‘‘

Jaeden Mikhailov
Program Coordinator

“I find my work to be a very rewarding
experience on a daily basis, as I gain
new knowledge as each day goes by.”

‘‘

Renee Tan
Billing Executive

“We do our best to ensure things
run smoothly on the accounts side of
things. Assisting parents in ensuring
they are up to date with their bills
and securing their children’s classes.
Ensuring things run professionally
makes for happy clients.”

office
‘‘

Sabrina Lau
Accounts Executive

“I have been with aquaDucks since
April 2013 as an Accounts Executive,
handling the company accounts. I’m
very excited to be part of this dynamic
team with colleagues/coaches from
different countries. I am looking
forward to the exciting journey and
many excellent years ahead.”

‘‘

James Sze
Program Coordinator

“Turning the frowns upside down is
one of the many joys derived from
this line. We do not just strive to
provide excellent customer service,
we problem solve too! Some call us
miracle workers. I just like to think we
do our best”
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‘‘

Bonnie Sze
Program Coordinator/Billing Exec.

“Being formally trained in early
childhood education, I have great
faith in the child-centered approach
that aquaDucks practices in our
swimming lessons. Don’t just take
my word for it, come and give it a go
yourself!”

‘‘

Anggun Suraidi
Program Coordinator

“aquaDucks aspires to continue
building trusting relationships with
their clients, just as they provide a
safe and engaging environment for
their children to learn. I take pride
in upholding those relationships
through customer service.”
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Objectives

Competition

Gold League
(twice a year)

• To provide competition among
social swimming clubs in Singapore,
with emphasis on the development
of young swimmers
• To instil in young swimmers the
rules of competitive swimming
• To promote friendship among
members of the participating clubs
• To organise swimming meets on
a regular basis, adopting SSA and
FINA rules or close modifications of
these rules

Neptune League
The Neptune League is an inter-club
competition between the British
Club, Tanglin Club, Swiss Club,
Hollandse Club and Singapore Island
Country Club catering for children
between the ages of six and 16
years.
The Neptune League competitions
are held five times per year, each
club hosting one competition on a
rotation basis.
The races include individual events
and team relays. FINA rules apply for
all Neptune League competitions.

• The Gold League is an inter-club
competition between our three
aquaDucks teams: Nexus Cyclones,
Dutch Dolphins and Swiss Sharks.
• The Gold League is a league where
new swimmers with little race
experience can get used to the racing
element. Children who compete in the
Diamond League cannot swim in the
Gold League as well.

ompeti
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Diamond League
(twice a year)

• The Diamond League is an interclub competition between our three
aquaDucks teams: Nexus Cyclones,
Dutch Dolphins and Swiss Sharks.
• The five strongest swimmers of
each swim team are selected to join
the competition. Swimmers swim all
four individual strokes.

Club Championships

We organize the annual Club
Championships at the Swiss Club
and Hollandse Club, which are great
family events where the whole family
can participate. Events such as the
kickboard race (for children under
four years of age), mothers and
fathers race, and family relays are
included to keep the event fun for
the entire family.
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Holiday Camps

Our very popular holiday camps strike a good balance between fun and learning.
They tremendously improve the children’s stroke techniques and water-safety
skills. In addition, they get to interact with other children while taking part in
various activities.

Daily Programme

8.45 - 9

Registration

11 - 11.30

Learn to Swim/Stroke Correction

9 - 9.30

Learn to Swim/Stroke Correction

11.30 - 11.45

Games & Playtime

9.30 - 9.45

Games & Playtime

11.45 - 12.15

Learn to Swim/Stroke Correction

9.45 - 10.15

Learn to Swim/Stroke Correction

12.15 - 12.30

Games & Playtime

10.30 - 11

Snacktime

12.30 - 1

Lunch

During school holidays, we run swim camps at the Hollandse Club and Swiss Club
for children aged four-and-a-half years and above.
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Award Swimming
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Award Swimming
Award Swimming is organised
twice a year as a celebration of the
children’s acheivements, and for
parents to monitor the progress that
the children are making.

ABC Diploma
This is a Dutch certification that is
carried out three times per year at
the Hollandse Club only.

Personal Survival Skills (Swimming With Clothes)
Swimming with clothes on is a key component of Award Swimming. Two weeks
prior to Award Swimming week, the children practice swimming with their
clothes on.
The purpose of swimming with clothes on is to simulate a real-life emergency situation as part of personal
survival skills.
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Contact Us

For any general enquiries
info@aquaducks.com.sg

Dempsey Hill
dempsey@aquaducks.com.sg

Turf City
turfcity@aquaducks.com.sg

Newton
newton@aquaducks.com.sg

Nexus International School
nexus@aquaducks.com.sg

Orchid Country Club
occ@aquaducks.com.sg

Hollandse Club
hollandse@aquaducks.com.sg

Swiss Club
swiss@aquaducks.com.sg

Singapore Island Country Club
sicc@aquaducks.com.sg

contact

Please contact us by email

Address

Work Loft @Chip Bee

43 Jalan Merah Saga #02-64
Singapore 278115

Office Hours

9am - 5pm
www.aquaducks.com.sg
Tel: 6463 5554

For future world citizens!
The Hollandse School Limited in Singapore is a combined Dutch preschool (Jip en Janneke) and a primary school with a total of 400 students.
The Hollandse School provides excellent education and a curriculum that prepares the students for
the international world while retaining their Dutch language skills at the highest level. HSL provides
complete Dutch language education, in addition to which children receive English lessons based on
the British National Curriculum every day.
Our preschool ‘Jip en Janneke’ provides a bilingual half-day program for children aged 2 till 4 years
old. The school hours for the children are 8.45 am until 12 noon. For the children aged 3 years and
above we offer an extended day program that runs until 2.30 pm on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday.
“The Hollandse School in Singapore wishes to be an exemplary school offering a
combined Dutch and international curriculum, where the children’s learning
process is central. We are a school that
embraces openness, respect and passion and where learning is fun. In a safe
environment with a lot of individual attention so that our students live up to
their full potential."

Hollandse School Limited
65 Bukit Tinggi Road • (65) 6466 0662 • www.hollandseschool.org

Come join the fun!

